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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Adopted in May 2018, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires the consent for processing
users’ personal data to be freely given, specific, informed, and unambiguous. While prior work has shown that this often is not given
through automated network traffic analysis, no research has systematically studied how consent notices are currently implemented
and whether they conform to GDPR in mobile apps.
To close this research gap, we perform the first large-scale study
into consent notices for third-party tracking in Android apps to
understand the current practices and the current state of GDPR’s
consent violations. Specifically, we propose a mostly automated and
scalable approach to identify the currently implemented consent
notices and apply it to a set of 239,381 Android apps. As a result, we
recognize four widely implemented mechanisms to interact with
the consent user interfaces from 13,082 apps. We then develop a
tool that automatically detects users’ personal data sent out to the
Internet with different consent conditions based on the identified
mechanisms. Doing so, we find 30,160 apps do not even attempt to
implement consent notices for sharing users’ personal data with
third-party data controllers, which mandate explicit consent under
GDPR. In contrast, out of 13,082 apps implemented consent notices,
we identify 2,688 (20.54%) apps violate at least one of the GDPR
consent requirements, such as trying to deceive users into accepting all data sharing or even continuously transmitting data when
users have explicitly opted out. To allow developers to address the
problems, we send emails to notify affected developers and gather
insights from their responses. Our study shows the urgent need
for more transparent processing of personal data and supporting
developers in this endeavor to comply with legislation, ensuring
users can make free and informed choices regarding their data.

Android Security; Consent; GDPR; User Privacy

CCS CONCEPTS
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1

INTRODUCTION

Every time we load a page on a commercial website or use a mobile
app, information about us and about what we are doing online
will be broadcast to large numbers of companies, most notably for
advertising purposes [21, 33]. This user tracking happens hundreds
of billions of times every day, which is becoming a major problem
for individuals’ rights regarding their data [21, 41, 43, 44].
To protect user privacy, regulatory bodies around the globe have
attempted to address the user tracking problem through regulations
such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) — which mandate online
services to transparently disclose how they handle personal data
and grant users crucial data protection rights [11, 55]. As a result
of the GDPR legislation developers are, for example, adding or
changing privacy policy, having additional consent notice popups,
or removing third-party libraries [73].
Under the GDPR, to be legally compliant, an app is required to
obtain users’ consent before sharing any personal data with third
parties if such parties use the data for their own purpose [16, 55].
As such, until now, there have been various ways such consent
notices could be obtained in mobile apps in the European Union
(see Figure 1). However, if consent is the legal basis for processing
data, the GDPR requires the consent must be freely given, specific,
informed, and unambiguous. Further, the users must have given
consent through a statement or by a clear affirmative action prior
to the data processing [23, 25]. Apps must therefore provide easy
ways of giving or refusing consent to collecting and processing
users’ personal data. Note that if the only option to use the app
is to agree to personal data sharing as described in the privacy
policies and otherwise, users have to uninstall the app, this cannot
be considered “freely given” under GDPR.
However, little research has been done to systematically study
the violations of GDPR consent requirements in mobile apps. Most
researchers focused on analyzing the app privacy policies to identify
unexpected behaviors or privacy violations, i.e., comparing an app’s
actual behavior and the declared data processing in the privacy
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Figure 1: Example of various types of consent notices in Android apps.
policy [2, 57, 59, 77, 78]. Recently, Nguyen et al. [43] performed the
first large-scale measurement in Android apps to detect apps sending personal data to third parties by analyzing the network traffic
generated by apps without prior consent. Although researchers
have started to look into GDPR consent violations in the mobile
ecosystem and their impact on the users, but the analysis has been
done extensively on app network traffic to understand the potential violations. However, no study has systematically analyzed the
current practices of implemented consent notices in mobile apps
or, more importantly, whether these consent notices can be legally
justified under GDPR. Our work is the first to close this research
gap by answering the following research questions:
• Do mobile apps implement any form of consent notices? What
are the common properties of such consent notices?
• Do these implemented consent notices can be legally justified
under GDPR?
• Are developers aware of the GDPR consent requirements and
the violations of their implementation?
To answer these research questions, we perform a large-scale
study with 239,381 Android apps available through an EEA country Play Store, allowing us to provide a comprehensive overview
of the consent notices currently implemented in mobile apps in
the wild. Specifically, we propose a mostly automated and scalable
approach using image processing and natural language processing techniques to identify the implemented consent notices and
their current practices. As a result, we recognize four widely implemented mechanisms to interact with the consent user interfaces
from 13,082 apps, such as confirmation-only notices that feature
a button with the text “OK” or “I agree” (e.g., (a), (b) and (c) in
Figure 1), or notices that provide options to either accept or decline
the data sharing (e.g., (d) and (e) in Figure 1). Based on the identified
mechanisms, we then extend prior work to develop a tool that automatically detects users’ personal data sent out to the Internet with
different consent conditions (i.e., based on the choice mechanism
to interact with the consent notice).

Doing so, we find 30,160 apps do not even attempt to implement
consent notices for sharing users’ personal data with third-party
data controllers, which mandate explicit consent under GDPR. In
contrast, out of 13,082 apps that implement consent notices, we
find 2,688 (20.54%) apps violate at least one of the GDPR consent
requirements, such as trying to deceive users into accepting all
data sharing, sharing before explicitly given consent, or even continuously transmitting data when users have explicitly opted out.
Further, to inform app developers about their implementation problems and understand the reasons behind them, we send emails to
inform 1,127 affected developers (who have implemented any form
of consent notices) and gather insights from their responses. Based
on the insights from both developers and our own analysis, we
show the urgent need for more transparent processing of users’
personal data and further supporting developers in this endeavor
to comply with strict law standards, ensuring users can make free
and informed choices regarding their data.
In summary, our paper makes the following contributions:
• We systematically study the current practices of consent notices implemented in Android apps in the wild. In particular,
we use image processing and natural language processing
techniques to analyze the apps’ user interfaces and construct
a large dataset of 13,082 consent user interfaces, which are
categorized into four interaction mechanisms. We believe
our results can inform future research on the current practices of consent notices in Android apps and enable them
to build tools that help developers comply with legislation
such as obtaining valid consent under GDPR.
• We further build a tool that automatically detects users’
personal data sent out to the Internet with different consent
conditions. We then apply it to perform a first large-scale
measurement on the 239,381 Android apps in the wild to
understand the current state of the potential violation of
GDPR consent requirements1 . While prior studies primarily
1 We

note that we refer to the violations as potential because we carefully worded
not to make legally conclusive statements since this could amount to legal consulting
strictly regulated by our national law. Therefore, only a judicial ruling can provide
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focus on network traffic analysis, we are the first to analyze
the app’s consent user interfaces to evidence the potential
violations of GDPR.
• To enable developers to address the problem before other
parties might take any legal actions, we further send emails
to inform affected developers and gather insights from their
responses. Finally, based on our results, we make an urgent
call for more transparent processing of users’ personal data
and better tools to support developers.
Organization. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the legal background of GDPR consent
requirements and our analysis of potential violations of these requirements in practice. Section 3 presents our approach to identifying consent notices currently implemented in Android apps.
Section 4 presents our large-scale analysis of Android apps and
demonstrates our approaches to detecting potential GDPR consent
violations. Section 5 presents our email notifications to affected
developers. Section 6 discusses the scope of our work. Section 7
describes related work, and Section 8 draws conclusions.

2

LEGAL BACKGROUND OF GDPR CONSENT

This section describes the legal background of the GDPR consent
requirements. We then briefly outline our legal analysis of the
potential GDPR consent violations in Android apps based on many
authoritative legal documents in this specific domain. Finally, we
note that the GDPR governs all collecting and processing of personal
data related to individuals situated in the EU and EEA, which is
used for our legal analysis in this work. Besides GDPR, the ePrivacy
Directive [49] also applies to how third parties gather consent to
accessing information stored on the consumers’ device (known as
“cookie law” on the Web), but this is beyond our scope.

2.1

Legal Background

On May 25, 2018, the European Union’s GDPR mandates a legal
justification for the processing of personal data of all Europen residents (data subjects) [55]. For example, in mobile apps, developers
act as first-party data controllers by directly determining the
means and purposes for collecting and processing users’ personal
data, e.g., providing users with the app’s functionalities and services. While the third parties (parties external to this app developer)
are considered third-party data controllers if they receive and
use the data for their own purposes and gains (which are not controlled by the first party). As examples, this can be done in order to
conduct market analyses, create and monetize user profiles across
customers for advertising purposes, or improve their services.
GDPR Article 6 [24] contains the six general justifications for
collecting and processing users’ personal data. In particular, the
processing shall be lawful only if and to the extent that at least one
of the following applies: the processing may be based on consent,
the fulfillment of a contract, compliance with a legal obligation,
protection the vital interests of the data subject, the fulfillment
of public interest, or the data controller’s legitimate interests. In
practice, most advertising companies rely on consent or legitimate
legal certainty about whether they are actual violations. However, in Section 2 we
reason why they should be considered violations by directing to relevant regulations
and legal precedents.
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interests as the legal basis for processing users’ personal data for
profiling and targeted advertising (i.e., since the legal ground necessary for the performance of a contract does not apply in these
circumstances [8, 21]). However, the European Data Protection
Board (EDPB) and many legal studies state that it seems unlikely
these companies’ legitimate interests may claim to outweigh the
fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject and the legitimate interests grounding is not considered to be an appropriate
lawful basis for the processing of personal data [16, 21, 22, 43].
Consequently, such companies have to rely on consent as the legal basis for their processing operations. In case the processing is
based on consent, the GDPR requires consent to be freely given,
specific, informed, and unambiguous (GDPR Art. 7 [25]). Further, the
data subject (which is the user) must have given consent through a
statement or by a clear affirmative action (GDPR Art. 4(11) [23]).
Our research focuses explicitly on these aspects of GDPR consent
requirements. In particular, with respect to the regulations mentioned above, transmitting users’ personal data to a third-party data
controller without freely given, specific, informed, and unambiguous
consent for the purpose of targeted advertisement is considered
violating GDPR.

2.2

Legal Analysis of Potential GDPR Consent
Violations

As a result of in-depth legal analysis, we aim to systematically study
the following potential legal violations in Android apps specific to
GDPR consent requirements. In addition, we cited expert-generated
legal sources to argue whether the declared practices violate the
aforementioned regulations.
2.2.1 Lack of Consent Notices. Apps transmit users’ personal data
with third-party data controllers for advertising purposes without
implementing any kind of consent notices.
This practice violates the requirement of GDPR consent which
mandates mobile apps to obtain users’ explicit consent before sharing users’ personal data with third-party data controllers [16]. As
such, due to a lack of consent notices, these apps do not have a valid
legal basis for processing personal data under GDPR. Therefore, collecting and processing users’ personal data without implemented
consent notices is violated GDPR. The user has to be explicitly
asked to consent to personal data processing for advertising purposes through a statement or by a clear affirmative action, and this
consent must not be grouped with, e.g., consent to download the
app or consent to access certain APIs on the phone, or “consent”
packaged in terms and conditions or privacy policies.
Further, GDPR requires consent to be informed. In particular, it
must fulfill certain conditions: “The controller shall take appropriate
measures to provide any information [. . . ] relating to processing to the
data subject in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible
form, using clear and plain language, in particular for any information
addressed specifically to a child [GDPR Art.12(1)]”. Notably, Article
29 Working Party [51] states that providing information to data
subjects prior to obtaining their consent is important to enable
them to make informed decisions, understand what they agree
to, and exercise their right to withdraw their consent — if the
controller does not provide accessible information, user control
becomes illusory, and consent will be an invalid basis for processing.
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Besides, the consent must be unambiguous: “If the data subject’s
consent is given in the context of a written declaration which also
concerns other matters, the request for consent shall be presented in
a manner which is clearly distinguishable from the other matters,
in an intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain
language [GDPR Art. 7(2)]”. Therefore, the user’s consent must be
easily differentiated from other declarations or even consent to
other processing activities.
2.2.2 Sharing Data Before Given Consent. Apps implement consent
notices to obtain users’ consent for sharing personal data, but the apps
transmit data before any given explicit consent by users.
This practice violates the requirement of explicit consent. Under
GDPR, the data controller should obtain verbal or written confirmation about the specific processing [Recital 32]. Article 29 Working
Party states that consent can not be based on an opt-out mechanism
(e.g., users have to withdraw their by default opted-in consent by
turning off personalized ads through their device settings), as the
failure to opt-out is not a clear affirmative action [51]. Instead, the
user has to actively give their consent, i.e., by clicking “I agree” on
a consent form. Merely continuing to use an app or other passive
behavior does not constitute explicit consent.
Lastly, this practice further violates the requirement of prior
consent which requires that the consent has to be obtained prior to
any processing activity of personal data to be considered valid [51].
For example, neither of the consent dialogues in Figure 1 is valid
consent under GDPR if the data sharing occurs before the user has
explicitly given their consent.
2.2.3 No Way to Opt Out. The consent notice does not offer a way to
refuse consent. The most common case is a consent notice that simply
informs the users about the app’s data share.
This practice violates the requirement of unambiguous consent,
which specifies that the users must have given consent through
a statement or by a clear affirmative action (GDPR Art. 4(11) [23]
and Art. 7 [25]). According to Article 29 Working Party [51], as
a general rule, the GDPR prescribes that if the data subject has
no real choice, feels compelled to consent, or will endure negative
consequences if they do not consent, then consent will not be valid.
Accordingly, consent will not be considered “free” if the data subject
is unable to refuse or withdraw their consent without detriment.
Furthermore, any element of inappropriate pressure or influence
upon the data subject (which may be manifested in many different
ways) which prevents a data subject from exercising their free will,
shall be invalid consent.
As shown in Figure 1 (a), Figure 1 (b), and Figure 1 (c) none
of the apps provide any meaningful ways of giving or refusing
consent to the sharing of personal data. The only option to use the
app is to agree to share personal data as described in the consent
dialogues or packaged in the privacy policies. Since users cannot
use the app without consenting to these purposes (has to choose
between giving consent or uninstalling the app), the consent cannot
be considered as being “freely given”.
2.2.4 Non-Respect of Choice. Apps transmit users’ personal data
with third-party data controllers for advertising purposes after users
explicitly rejecting/opting-out consent.
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The legal analysis of Matte et al. [41] shows that this practice violates the lawfulness principle established in Articles 5(1)(a) and 6(1)
of the GDPR: for the processing to be lawful, it must be based on a
legal ground. The EDPB further specifies that “if the individual decided against consenting, any data processing that had already taken
place would be unlawful” due to lacking legal basis for processing.
For example, the apps in Figure 1 (d) or (e) will be violated GDPR
legislation, if data sharing still occurs after the user has explicitly
rejected the data sharing.

3

METHODOLOGY

Our goal is to systematically study the current practices of consent
notices implemented in the mobile ecosystem and then examine
whether they conform to GDPR. Although identifying cookie consents (i.e., ePrivacy Directive) on the Web has been studied in-depth,
little research has been done to systematically study GDPR consent
implementations in the Android apps. Recently, Kollnig et al. [36]
first attempted to study the absence of consent notices to third-party
tracking from a small set of Android apps (i.e., 1,297 apps) by manually inspecting each app’s user interfaces. However, such a manual
process is insufficient in identifying and studying the status quo
of currently implemented consent notices and the potential GDPR
consent violations in Android apps at scale. Furthermore, consent
notices currently found vary in their appearances (e.g., the consent
dialogues display the same notices for sharing data may look very
different in many apps) and the underlying functionality in mobile
apps (see Figure 1). For example, the consent notices in Figure 1
(a), (b), and (c) only display a notice that informs users about the
collecting and sharing of users’ data without further information,
and there are no ways to reject the data sharing from these consent
notice user interfaces; the consent dialog in Figure 1 (f) shows other
types of consent mechanisms from third-party providers that offer
complex opt-in choices (e.g., consent management platforms).
More specifically, we first propose a mostly automated and scalable solution to identify currently implemented consent notices
in Android apps in the wild. We use real Android devices to run
each app (without interactions with the app user interface) and
take the app screenshots (apps’ user interfaces). The underlying
assumption is that the app has to show the consent notices before
sharing data to be legally compliant, which is the first time users
open the app. From the collected app screenshots, we then perform
the image processing and natural language processing techniques
to identify the privacy-related user interfaces, which potentially are
consent notices for sharing users’ personal data with third parties
(Section 3.1). Then we conduct the clustering analysis on these
privacy-related user interfaces to group them by their similarity.
Finally, based on the clustering results, we carefully manually verify
each group to identify any form of consent notices (Section 3.2).
In the following, we outline how we conduct each of the steps
in more detail.

3.1

Collecting Privacy-Related User Interface

We aim to cover all different forms of consent notice user interfaces currently implemented in the Android apps in the wild such
as self-implemented consent notices by app developers, consent
management platforms (CMP), or consent SDKs from third-party
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providers. Therefore, it would be insufficient if we based on any
specific consent notice designs or user interfaces to identify the
currently implemented consent notices. In fact, most of the consent notices contain a certain keyword that is related to privacy,
such as “privacy”, “privacy policy”, “data policy”, or “gdpr” [14, 68].
However, not all apps’ user interfaces with such keywords are supposed to be consent notices (e.g., app developers simply added the
“privacy policy” text that navigates the user to the privacy policy
page, which is not a consent notice). Therefore, our first step aims
to collect such privacy-related user interfaces, which potentially
contain consent notices for sharing the users’ personal data with
third-party services.
Specifically, to collect privacy-related user interfaces in Android
apps, we first install the app in question and then open it but do
not interact. We then take the app screenshot (i.e., an app’s user
interface is everything the user can see and interact with) after
waiting for five seconds for the app to be fully initialized. The
underlying assumption is that the app should show the consent
notices before sharing data, which is the first time users open the
app. To do that, we reply on six rooted devices (Pixel2 , Pixel 3a,
and Pixel 6) running Android 9 or 12 to analyze a given app. Recall
that our goal is to systematically study the current practices of
consent notices in the wild at scale. Hence, relying on static analysis
techniques, which may produce a vast amount of false positives
and even could not understand what the actual user interface of
such consent notices are, is not an option [10, 38, 70].
Finally, we extract the text from the collected apps’ screenshots
by using optical character recognition (OCR) [65]. We then perform
the string-matching with the privacy-related keyword list from
the prior work Degeling et al. [14] (i.e., which contained phrases
from all 24 official languages, plus four EU languages) to identify
whether the screenshots are privacy-related user interfaces.

3.2

Identifying Consent Notices

After collecting the privacy-related user interfaces, we now want
to detect if they are any form of privacy notices or consents for
sharing data with third-party services. However, not all privacyrelated user interfaces are consent notices (e.g., the app presents
only the “privacy policy” text on the screen). Moreover, it is practically impossible to manually analyze all collected privacy-related
user interfaces to identify the consent notices. Therefore, we apply
a mostly automated and scalable approach using natural language
processing techniques to identify the consent notices at scale. Generally, we first perform the clustering technique based on the extracted texts from these privacy-related user interfaces to group
them by their visual representation and content. Based on these
groups, we then carefully manually inspect each group to identify
any form of privacy notices or consents and systematically study
the current practices of such consent notices. This approach allows
us to verify a large number of apps in manageable ways, and allows
us to provide a comprehensive overview of the consent notices
currently implemented on mobile apps at scale.
More specifically, we apply several text processing methods to
analyze extracted natural language text from collected privacyrelated user interfaces. These methods are broadly classified into
2 The

first generation of Pixel smartphones.
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three primary tasks: text preprocessing, feature extraction, and
clustering. In the following, we outline how we conduct each step
in more detail.
3.2.1 Text Preprocessing. We first apply the following widely-used
text preprocessing techniques [32, 40, 44, 72]: correcting misspelling
from ORC errors through autocorrect [18] (e.g., "imagec" to "image");
normalizing and lemmatizing all words, e.g., removing punctuations, converting letters to lowercase and reducing the inflectional
forms of a word (e.g., “sent”, and “sending” to “send”); and removing
generic stop words such as “are” and “the”; lastly we remove words
that are not generic stop words but are specific to the app such as
app name, package name, number, and date time.
3.2.2 Feature Extraction. We then use a bag-of-words model to
extract features from the preprocessed texts of privacy-related user
interfaces [44, 60]. In particular, let 𝑇 = {𝑡 1, 𝑡 2, ..., 𝑡𝑛 } be a set of all
unique terms in the corpus of privacy-related user interfaces. A
text feature of vector of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ privacy-related user interface is
denoted as 𝑡𝑖 = {𝑡 1, 𝑡 2, ..., 𝑡𝑘 }. For example, the raw text is “We use
device identifiers to personalise content and ads”, after applying the
preprocessing, the generated preliminary text vector is: t = {“device”,
“identifier”, “use”, “ad”, “personalise”, “content”}.
Additionally, we employ the hypernym strategy to resolve synonyms and introduce more general concepts for identifying related
topics [32] (i.e., added to each term of the feature vectors all subconcepts of the five levels below it based on Wordnet corpus [42]).
Finally, we perform word stemming on all terms (e.g., “personalise” and “personalising” to “personalis”). For instance, with the
text vector {“𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑒”}, the final text feature vector will be
{“𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠”, “𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛”, “𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢”, “𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠”}.
Finally, we convert each term, in the text vector to numeric one
by using the term-frequency inverse document-frequency (TF-IDF).
The TF-IDF value for each element is calculated as:
𝑡 𝑓 𝑖𝑑 𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑑) = 𝑡 𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑑) ∗ 𝑖𝑑 𝑓 (𝑡) =

1+𝑁
1 + 𝑑 𝑓 (𝑑, 𝑡)

where 𝑡 refers to the selected term, 𝑑 refers to the text vector,
𝑡 𝑓 is the absolute frequency of a term, i.e., 𝑡 𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑑) is the number
of times a term 𝑡 occurs in a given 𝑑, 𝑖𝑑 𝑓 is the term’s inverse
document frequency, N is the number of text lists in the corpus,
and 𝑑 𝑓 (𝑑, 𝑡) returns the number of text lists that contain the target
term 𝑡.
3.2.3 Hierarchical Clustering Analysis. Lastly, we use agglomerative hierarchical clustering to identify similar privacy-related user
interfaces. Specifically, we use Ward’s method [71], and the similarity score or distance between two vectors is calculated by cosine
similarity:
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑣®𝑖 , 𝑣®𝑗 ) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝑣®𝑖 , 𝑣®𝑗 ) =

𝑣®𝑖 .𝑣®𝑗
∥𝑣®𝑖 ∥.∥𝑣®𝑗 ∥

3.2.4 Manually Identify Consent Notices. Finally, this leaves us
with groups of privacy-related user interfaces for identifying consent notices. We now manually inspect each group and classify
any form of information about data practices as a privacy notice
and any affirmative user agreement and action to data practices
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Collecting Privacy-Related User Interface
text
239,381
app screenshots analysis

20,542
privacyrelated UI(s)

Identifying Consent Notices
44 group of
manually
13,082
similar privacyinspecting consent notices
related UI(s)

Figure 2: Overview of the methodology to identify consent notices in Android apps and the (intermediate) results.
as consent (i.e., based on the current practice in the field [36]). In
fact, the GDPR consent requirements are far more specific, and
strict standards must be adhered to. However, this is an intended
option to increase the objectivity of our classification to identify
the implemented consent notices. Further, we argue that it does not
affect the validity of our results regarding the identified potential
GDPR consent violations in Section 4.

• Apps have the latest update later than May 2018, when GDPR
went into effect, i.e., app developers have not maintained the
outdated apps, and most of them violated the legislation [43].
Therefore, our study does not include those apps with the
latest update before May 2018.
As a result, we obtained 250,972 Android apps. In the next step,
we present how to identify the consent notices on these apps.

4

4.2

LARGE-SCALE ANALYSIS

This section presents the results of our empirical study of Android
apps on Google Play regarding the currently implemented consent
notices and whether they are obtained legally under GDPR requirements. More specifically, we first outline how we construct the app
dataset for our analysis (Section 4.1) and subsequently present our
consent analysis results (Section 4.2). We note that we performed all
technical testing and experiment in EEA country where the GDPR
applies, i.e., our geolocation is EEA country and the Play store is set
to the EEA country variant accordingly. Based on the identified consent notices, to empirically study the potential violations of GDPR
consent requirements (outlined in Section 2), we further perform a
network traffic analysis to detect apps actually send users’ personal
data to third-party data controllers for advertising purposes (see
Section 4.3). This allows us to ensure the potential violations indeed
took place. Finally, we report the observed potential violations in
Section 4.4.

4.1

App Dataset Construction

Our analysis aims to assess the state of potential GDPR violations
in Android apps in the wild. Therefore, we crawled all free Android
apps from October 2021 to March 2022 on the Google Play store
(EEA country location-based) based on the list of apps from AndroZoo [1] (which has 5,8M of Android apps’ names). As such, we
cannot generalize our findings to paid apps by limiting our analysis
to free apps. However, this is also in line with previous large-scale
Android security research [19, 43, 47, 64]. We further applied the
following filter to get the most relevant apps to our study (e.g.,
filtered out apps that developers do not maintain; focusing on apps
that have the capacity to access users’ personal data, such as persistent unique identifiers on users’ devices). Notably, we consider
those apps that meet the following conditions:
• Apps have at least 10,000 downloads (i.e., the popularity
of the apps). This factor allows us to regard our findings
to represent widespread practices of the potential GDPR
consent violations and their effects on millions of users.
• Apps request sensitive permission such as GPS location,
contact [28]. These apps have the capacity to access and
share highly sensitive information (which are considered
personal data under GDPR) to third-party services.

Identifying Consent Notices In The Wild

Figure 2 shows an overview of our methodology for identifying consent notices in 250,972 Android apps and the intermediate results.
More specifically, our technique suffers from certain limitations
which keep us from analyzing all apps in the dataset. In particular,
we successfully analyzed about 239,381 (95.38% of 250,972) apps by
using dynamic analysis (i.e., install the app, open the app, take a
screenshot). Unfortunately, the remaining 11,591 either crashed or
detected the analysis environment, which potentially affects the
completeness of our results.
Out of the 239,381 successfully analyzed apps, we identified
20,542 privacy-related user interfaces using the keyword matching
techniques. Furthermore, based on these 20,542 collected privacyrelated user interfaces, we identified 44 groups of similar user interfaces (see Appendix A for more details on how to select the best
threshold for the clustering analysis and to examine the cluster
quality). From 44 groups, we then manually inspected each group
to filter out those without consent notices (e.g., UI has only the
“privacy policy” text). Finally, for the remaining 36 groups, we manually inspected each UI to identify consent notices (e.g., any form of
information about data practices, any affirmative user agreement).
As a result, we identified 13,082 privacy-related user interfaces that
are any form of consent notices.
Recall that our goal is first to understand the current practices
of implemented consent notices in the Android app market (which
no study has systematically analyzed before) and then to examine
whether they conform to GDPR. Therefore, we not only reported
whether an app displayed a consent notice (based on 36 groups), but
also analyzed and categorized the types of consent notices based
on their interaction options. In particular, by manually inspecting
these screenshots of identified consent notices, we identified the
four mechanisms for user interaction that are currently widely
implemented by Android apps3 — the classification is based on the
definition of prior work on the Web area [14]. Figure 3 shows some
example of each mechanism. Based on the choice mechanism to
3 We

note that the clustering of similar privacy-related user interfaces is based on
the consent notices’ full content, i.e., including the explanation text and the consent
choices. As such, when we manually categorized 36 groups of consent notices based
on their interaction options, the same consent interaction mechanism may contain
multiple groups (e.g., the things that make it different are the text of the choices, such
as the choices of the confirmation-only group could be “Start”, “Agree”, “Next”).
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those apps that implement consent notices and send users’ personal
data to third-party advertising data controllers, which mandate
users’ consent under GDPR. Doing so, we ensure that a potential
violation indeed took place and avoid the case where the apps
relied on using legitimate interests as a legal basis for processing
users’ personal data. Hence, in the following, we further perform
a network traffic analysis to detect apps that send users’ data to
third-party data controllers for advertising purposes.

(a) Confirmation (b) Personalized ads (c) Binary choices (d) Complex Choices

Figure 3: Example of the four types of consent choices.

interact with the consent notice, we then built an automatic tool to
empirically study the potential violations of GDPR (Section 4.3).
• Confirmation-only: 5,740 (43,87%) consent notices display
a UI element (e.g., a button, checkbox) with an affirmative
text such as “OK”, “I agree”, “Start”, clicking on which is
interpreted as an expression of user consent.
• Opt-out personalized ads: 3,949 (30,19%) consent notices
implement a simple choice to refuse consent limit to personalized advertising only, but this does not necessarily prevent
the tracking.
• Binary choices: 2,871 (21,95%) consent notices have two or
more UI elements, but mainly offer two main functionalities
which allow users to either accept or decline the data sharing
on the app.
• Complex choices: 522 (4%) consent notices provide complex
opt-in choices such as consent management platform (CMP),
consent SDKs from third-party services.
Overall, our classification results provide a comprehensive understanding of the kinds of consent notices in the current Android
app market. First, as our data indicate, the confirmation-only consent notices are widely implemented in Android apps (i.e., 43,87%),
in which the users have no ways to reject the data sharing. The only
option is to agree with data sharing as described in the consent notices, privacy policies, or terms and conditions. If not, users have to
uninstall the app, such a practice which cannot be considered “freely
given” under GDPR. Secondly, 30,19% of apps implemented the optout personalized ads consent notices. However, such a choice might
make users incorrectly assume that refusing to see personalized
ads prevents all tracking [36]. Notably, there are not so many apps
that provide users with reject entirely the data sharing (i.e., 21,95%
of binary notices, and 4% of the complex choices, which also not
easy to reject all of the data sharing at one time).
GDPR Article 6 contains six general justifications for collecting
and processing users’ personal data. As such, even though those
13,082 apps implemented any form of consent notices, they may be
based on other legal grounds for processing users’ personal data.
Thus they do not legally require consent under GDPR. In order to
justify whether those consent notices are legally compliant, only
legal experts and authorities can make the decision, and we exclude
such discussions from this work. Instead, we specifically focus on

Limitations. We naturally suffer from certain limitations from
OCR and dynamic analysis, in which the collected privacy-related
user interfaces and the identified consent notices may be incomplete by our approach. First, the text content may be missed when
extracting from app screenshot to text by using OCR, or the taken
screenshot could be only a small part of the consent notices.
However, relying on static analysis techniques, which are well
known for producing unsound results, is not an option [10, 38,
70]. On top of that, with the static analysis, we could not see the
actual appearance of such privacy-related user interfaces, which
is necessary for our analysis to identify the consent notices and
their current practices. To demonstrate the insufficient of static
analysis, we first randomly sampled 1,000 apps from those 20,542
apps that have privacy-related user interfaces (see Section 4.2).
We then performed a static analysis to extract the text from the
strings.xml resource of these apps (where the apps store UI text),
and then apply the same keyword matching to the extracted text
(i.e., identifying privacy-related user interfaces). As a result, the
static analysis approach only identified 345 (34.5% of 1,000) apps
that have privacy-related text. We found that the static analysis has
missed the majority (65.5%) of privacy-related user interfaces.
Therefore, we argue that the static analysis is insufficient to
identify privacy-related user interfaces (potentially containing consent notices). However, similar to any other static analysis, our
approach also has drawbacks. In particular, we statically analyzed
the strings.xml resource to identify the privacy-related text (which
could potentially be used by the consent notice user interfaces). In
practice, the app may dynamically load consent notices from the
Web API, consent CMP(s), third-party SDK(s), or dynamic content.
Further, developers may add hardcoded text into the UI layout files
or the app’s code, which could be obfuscated (i.e., require more
advanced de-obfuscation tools to analyze [7, 75]). As such, our
static analysis could miss such cases, which can only be analyzed
by dynamic analysis (i.e., actually running the app).
Further, to estimate the false negatives of our proposed approach,
we randomly sampled 100 non-flagged apps (identified as not having any form of consent notices by our approach) and manually
checked each app. Among them, we found that four apps crashed,
one app had a consent notice, and 95 apps had no consent notices.
Finally, we only consider consent notices written in English,
supported by the natural language processing techniques that we
used, to ensure that we understand the actions we perform, such as
measuring the quality of privacy-related user interface clustering
and categorizing the consent notices in Section 3.2. As such, our
results have not covered 1,996 (9.72% of 20,542) privacy-related user
interfaces that are not in English but instead, e.g., German, Spanish.
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Install and launch
the app with granted
necessary permissions
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No interactions Consent Notice Consent
types
(5 seconds)
Identifier

Automatically
interact with the
app (send UI events)

Tno-consent traffic
Tconfirm traffic

Network
Traffic Analysis

Treject traffic

Figure 4: Overview of our methodology to detect data sent out to the Internet with different given consent conditions.
Choices

Text Keyword

Confirm

“yes”, “agree”, “ok”, “continue”, “consent”, “confirm”, “understand”, “start”, “okay”, “enable”, “got it”, “go”, “join”,
“next”, “understood”, “play”, “allow”
“no, thank you”, “decline”, “no, see ads”, “no, thanks you”,
“no, thank”, “cancel”, “opt out”, “disagree”, “no”, “not”,
“refuse”, “deny”, “exit”, “cancel”, “postpone”, “later”, “do
not”, “reject”

Reject

and clear all of the app stored data to ensure the apps show consent
notices each time (i.e., the consent notice may not show again when
the users have already made their choices).
In the following, we outline how we analyze the network traffic
of 13,082 apps (that implemented consent notices, in Section 4.2)
based on each consent condition.
• No consent: First, we aim to detect apps’ network traffic without users’ explicit consent (Tno-consent traffic). To
achieve this, we simply open the app but do not interact
with it at all. The underlying assumption is that if network
traffic occurs when this app is opened without any interactions, we have naturally not consented explicitly to any type
of data collection by third parties.
• Confirm consent: Second, we detect apps’ network traffic
after accepting the consent (Tconfirm traffic). Based on the
identified consent notices in Section 4.2, our tool will first
automatically identify the current user interface is consent
notice or not and then click on the UI element that indicates
the acceptance on the consent user interface (see the first
row in Table 1) by using the string-matching technique and
then afterward randomly navigating the apps.
• Reject consent: Third, we also aim to detect apps’ network
traffic after rejecting the consent (Treject traffic). We now
configure our tool to click on the UI element that indicates
to reject consent (see the second row in Table 1) and then
record its network traffic while running.

Table 1: Text keywords based on each type of consent choice.

4.3

Automating Potential GDPR Violations
Detection

To empirically study the potential violations of GDPR consent requirements in Android apps (outlined in Section 2), we further
perform a network traffic analysis to detect apps actually send
users’ personal data to third-party data controllers for advertising
purposes. In particular, we extend prior work to build an automatic
dynamic analysis tool that detects apps sending data to the Internet
with different given consent conditions. Based on the collected network traffic and the identified consent notices, we then perform a
legal analysis of potential violations of GDPR consent requirements
(Section 4.4). Generally, we measure the following conditions: (1)
we look for apps that send users’ personal data to third-party data
controllers for advertising purposes to see whether they implement
any consent notices; (2) for those that have implemented consent
notices, we further investigate whether they send data before any
given consent; (3) whether they allow users to refuse the consent;
(4) and finally, those apps where we explicitly opt-out from consent
and they still share data.
We followed best practices established by prior work [31, 43, 54,
56] to collect network traffic for identifying third-party services
and privacy leaks in Android apps. In order to intercept the TLS
traffic, our six rooted devices were instrumented with our own
root certificate (i.e., by using MitM proxy [12]), and the given app
was instrumented to detect and disable SSL Pinning by using objection [46]. To interact with the app automatically, we then extended
the lightweight test input generator that sends random or scripted
input events/UI interactions to the app based on our configurations
(i.e., DroidBot [39]). The collected network traffic will be stored in
our database for later analysis.
Figure 4 shows an overview of our methodology to detect data
sent out to the Internet with different given consent conditions.
Generally, we first install the app and then grant all apps’ requested
permissions listed in the manifest, i.e., install and runtime permissions. Subsequently, we launch the app, run it up to 150 seconds
based on different given consent conditions, and record its network
traffic. We note that, between each condition, we uninstall the app

Additionally, we want to detect apps that transmit users’ personal data with third-party data controllers for advertising purposes
without implementing any form of consent notices, potentially violating the outlined "Lack of Consent Notices" in Section 2. Therefore,
from the 239,381 successfully analyzed apps, we excluded those
apps in the set of 13,082 apps, and then automatically analyzed the
remaining apps to collect their network traffic.
Finally, we extend the code from Nguyen et al. [43] to search for
the users’ personal data in the outgoing network streams originating from each device (Table 2 listed types of personal data), and
to identify third-party domains operated by ad-related companies
(i.e., based on list of 45 advertisement domains of data controllers
from their legal analysis).

4.4

Observed Potential Violations

In this section, we present the results of our empirical study of
239,381 Android apps on Google Play regarding the potential violations of GDPR consent requirements.
4.4.1 Overview of Network Traffic Analysis. Out of the 239,381 successfully analyzed apps, we identified 101,484 (42.39% of 239,381)
apps that contacted to 20,968 unique fully-qualified domain names
by either sending or receiving some data in our experiment. Is it

Data Type

Description

AAID
BSSID
Email
GPS
IMEI
IMSI
MAC
PHONE
SIM_SERIAL
SERIAL
SSID
GSF ID

Android Advertising ID
Router MAC addresses of nearby hotspots
Email address of phone owner
User location
Mobile phone equipment ID
SIM card ID
MAC address of WiFi interface
Mobile phone’s number
SIM card ID
Phone hardware ID (serial number)
Router SSIDs of nearby hotspots
Google Services Framework ID

Domain names
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14,420 (47.81%)

facebook.com
unity3d.com
startappservice.com
flurry.com
supersonicads.com
branch.io
appsflyer.com
adcolony.com
chartboost.com
vungle.com

5,277 (17.5%)
5,099 (16.91%)
3,201 (10.61%)
2,044 (6.78%)
1,451 (4.81%)
1,263 (4.19%)
1,206 (4.0%)
1,012 (3.36%)
751 (2.49%)
0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000 10,000 12,000 14,000 16,000

Number of apps

Figure 5: Top 10 ad-domains that received personal data from
30,160 apps that have no consent notices.

Table 2: Types of personal data we consider in our work.

known that a single registerable domain may uses many subdomains (e.g., api2.branch.io, api.branch.io). Therefore, to normalize these hosts to their registerable domain (branch.io in the
above cases), we rely on the public suffix list [53]. As a result,
we identified 14,209 registerable domains (referred to as “domain
names”) that were contacted by those 101,484 apps. Notably, we
identified 41,639 (41,03% of 101,484) apps sent users’ personal data
to 1,484 domain names.
Those 1,484 domain names that receive personal data may operate with their own privacy policies and further share the data
with their partners, which could be broadcast to large numbers of
different companies. Therefore, to understand how personal data
may be processed, the legal basis for processing, and whether the
processing is compliant with GDPR, we have to read the entire privacy policies of all the involved partners of those services. However,
it is infeasible to conduct such an in-depth analysis of hundreds of
privacy policies. Therefore, in the following potential GDPR consent violations analysis, we primarily focus on the list of 45 domains
from [43] that are operated by advertising companies and hence
definitely act as data controllers. We leave an automated analysis
of privacy policies and assessment of potential data controllers to
future work. In that case, our framework would be able to detect
more potential violations. By using the conservatively established
list from prior work, we are confident to not suffer from any false
positive, yet our results naturally only serve as a lower bound of
potential violations.
In the following subsections, we will now elaborate on the analysis results of each potential violation outlined in Section 2 in greater
detail.
4.4.2 Lack of Consent Notices. We detected 32,341 apps sent users’
personal data to 43 of those 45 third-party ad-related domains (data
controllers) from [43], which would require explicit consent to
receive users’ personal data. However, we identified a significant
number of 30,160 (93.26% of 32,341) apps have no implemented
any form of consent notices. Figure 5 shows the top 10 ad-related
domains that received personal data without consent notices in
our dataset, counting the number of apps that sent data to them.
The potentially violated apps occur across different app categories,
such as the top 5 categories that have more potential violating
apps than others are GAME (20.51%), ENTERTAINMENT (8.10%),

EDUCATION (5.65%), PERSONALIZATION (5.13%), and BOOKS &
REFERENCE (4.96%).
Our results show a significant number of apps that potentially
violate GDPR consent requirements, specifically due to a lack of
legal basis for processing. For this, we provide empirical evidence
of a widespread lack of consent notices in the Android app market,
which is not given through automated network traffic analysis on
GDPR violations by prior work [43]. Overall, our data indicate that
the vast majority of apps do not even attempt to achieve GDPR
compliance. It could well be that developers are unaware of the data
sharing and the need to obtain user consent for such data sharing
and collection.
4.4.3 Sharing Data Before Given Consent. Out of 13,082 apps that
implemented consent notices, we identified 3,007 (23%) apps that
sent users’ personal data to the Internet before any given consent
(in Tno-consent ). Notably, 2,181 (16,67% of 13,082) apps sent personal
data to third-party data controllers for advertising purposes which
mandates explicit consent. It could be that the developers bundle
the data sharing with consent to use the app (i.e., confirmationonly consents). We found that 42.6% of 2,181 apps implemented
the confirmation-only consent type. However, for such cases, in
Section 2, we show that personal data transfer must only occur
after the user has actively consented (e.g., by clicking accept), such
“consent” packaged in terms and conditions or privacy policies are
not compliant, which render invalid consent under GDPR.
On the contrary, a large number of 57.4% potential violating apps
implemented other consent types (i.e., including 27.92% opt-out of
personalized ads, 21.37% binary choices, and 8.12% complex choices).
However, even though they provide choices for the users to reject
the data sharing, but the apps behave differently compared to the
consent notice user interfaces. Weir et al. [73] surveyed app developers and observed that most developers’ changes were cosmetic
due to the GDPR legislation (e.g., adding dialogues). We confirm
and evidence the existence of this widespread problem among app
developers and further highlight that such cosmetic changes do not
fulfill the legal conditions for collecting valid consent under GDPR.
Further, this may be caused by app developers’ misconfiguration of
third-party libraries. The other likely reason is that third-party consent platforms and services employ the opt-out mechanism rather
than opt-in. Their services first transmit data and then ask users
to opt-out, or send data along with a flag indicating the opt-out.
However, at the very least, there is no technical reason why this
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Confirmation-only
Opt-out of personalized ads
Binary choices
Complex choices

Trung Tin Nguyen, Michael Backes, & Ben Stock

Sharing Data
Before Given Consent
(N=2,181)

No Way to Opt-Out
(N=1,084)

Non-Respect of Choice
(N=134)

929 (42.60%)
609 (27.92%)
466 (21.37%)
177 (8.12%)

1,084 (100%)
–
–
–

–
48 (35.82%)
28 (20.90%)
58 (43.28%)

Table 3: Types of consent notices and number of potentially violated apps (percentages relative to each violation type).

would even be necessary, and this opt-out mechanism is also not
compliant with the GDPR consent requirements.
4.4.4 No Way to Opt Out. From 5,740 apps that implemented the
confirmation-only consent type, we identified 1,387 of them sent
personal data to the Internet. Another 1,084 of them sent to thirdparty advertising data controllers. For such apps, the only option to
use the app is to agree to the sharing of personal data as described in
the privacy policies. If the data subject has to choose between giving
consent to third-party processing for profiling and behavioural
advertising purposes, or uninstalling the app, the consent cannot
be considered to be “freely given”.
4.4.5 Non-Respect of Choice. We found 134 apps that still sent
users’ personal data to third-party advertising data controller after
explicitly opting-out the data sharing from the consent user interface. Also, surprisingly, these types of potential violations can even
occur in popular apps with millions of installs. For example, we
find an app that has more than 5M installs that sent the AAID along
with other persistent identifiers (i.e., IMEI, MAC) to the same thirdparty advertising data controllers. Other apps with more than 100M
installs still shared the AAID with the third-party data controller
for advertising purposes after explicitly rejecting the consent.
4.4.6 Summary of Observed Potential Violations. In summary, we
perform a large-scale analysis of the potential violations of GDPR
consent requirements on a set of 239,381 Android apps in the wild.
Doing so, we identified 30,160 apps do not even attempt to implement consent notices for sharing users’ personal data with thirdparty data controllers, which mandate explicit consent under GDPR.
In contrast, out of 13,082 apps implemented consent notices, we
identified 2,688 (20.54%) apps violate at least one of the GDPR consent requirements (i.e., an app could violate more than one GDPR
consent requirement). In particular, 2,181 (16,67% of 13,082) apps
sent personal data to third-party data controllers before given explicit consent. Among these 2,181 apps, 42.6% of apps are from the
confirmation-only group (see the first column of Table 3). On the
other hand, 1,084 (8.28% of 13,082) apps sent to third-party data
controllers in which their consent notices do not offer a way to
refuse consent. Notably, all of them are from the confirmation-only
group (see the second column of Table 3). Further, 134 apps that
still sent data after explicitly opting out of the data sharing from
the consent user interface. 58 out of 134 apps are from the complex
choices group (see the third column of Table 3).
Interestingly, a significant number of potential violations are
related to Android’s Advertising ID (AAID), i.e., nearly 99% of
apps at least sharing this personal data (Table 4 shows the type

of personal data that we detected). According to Google, an AAID
is “a unique, user-resettable ID for advertising, provided by Google
Play services. ... It enables users to reset their identifier or opt-out of
personalized ads” [26]. Furthermore, even Google’s brand Admob
explicitly lists the AAID as personal data in their documentation for
delivering ads [29]. While Google itself remained vague on the characterization of the AAID as personal data, the IAB Europe GDPR
Implementation Working Group already established in their 2017
Working Paper on personal data that “Cookies and other device and
online identifiers (IP adresses, IDFA, AAID, etc.) are explicitly called
out as examples of personal data under the GDPR” [30]. In May
2020 NOYB – European Center for Digital Rights [45], a European
not-for-profit privacy advocacy group, lodged a formal complaint
about the AAID with Austria’s data protection authority. The complaint states that although the AAID is personal data Google does
not adhere to the requirements of valid consent. Android users have
no option to deactivate or delete the tracking ID, only to reset it to
a new one.
More recently, Google has taken a first action regarding this
matter. As part of the Google Play services update4 , the advertising
ID will be removed when users opt-out of personalization using the
advertising ID in Android Settings (i.e., any attempts to access the
identifier will receive a string of zeros instead of the identifier) [27].
However, Article 29 Working Party states that consent can not
be based on an opt-out mechanism (e.g., users have to withdraw
their by default opted-in consent by turning off personalized ads
through their device settings), as the failure to opt-out is not a clear
affirmative action [51]. This indicates that none of the controllers
who claim that data subjects can withdraw their by default optedin consent by turning off personalized ads through their device
settings, have a valid consent to process personal data [21]. In
contrast, Apple has recently taken active action for mandatory
prior consent for sharing of Advertising Identifiers for its iOS 14
update [3] explaining that even dynamic advertising identifiers are
considered personal data.
Not Easy to Withdraw Consent. GDPR Article 7(3) specifies
that the controllers must ensure the data subject can withdraw their
consent as easily as giving consent and at any given time. Notably,
Article 29 Working Party [51] states that data subjects must be able
to withdraw consent via the same interface, as switching to another
interface for the sole reason of withdrawing the consent would
require undue effort. Furthermore, the controller must make the
withdrawal of consent possible free of charge or without lowering
4 The

Google Play services’ updates will affect Android 12 starting in late 2021 and
then will expand to affect apps running on all devices starting April 1, 2022
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Lack of Consent Notices
(N=
empirical30,160)

Sharing Data
Before Given Consent
(N=2,181)

No Way to Opt Out
(N=1,084)

Non-Respect of Choice
(N=134)

29,952 (99.31%)
30 (0.1%)
1 (0.0%)
524 (1.74%)
336 (1.11%)
214 (0.71%)
3 (0.0%)
31 (0.1%)

2,166 (99.3%)
—
—
23 (1.1%)
23 (1.1%)
39 (1.8%)
—
—

1,077 (99.4%)
—
—
13 (1.2%)
10 (0.9%)
27 (2.5%)
—
—

134 (100%)
—
—
2 (1.5%)
3 (2.2%)
3 (2.2%)
—
—

Table 4: Types of data and number of apps sending this data to ad-related domains (percentages relative to each violation type).

service levels [50]. To investigate whether developers provide the
easy options to withdraw consent, we randomly sampled 100 apps
that potentially violated at least one of the consent requirements
and checked the app functionality. Specifically, we checked for
options to allow withdrawal consent in the app settings. Among
these 100 apps, we found only 16 apps present any options to
withdraw consent notices. Overall, this indicates that most apps
may not provide meaningful ways to withdraw consent, which is
also necessary for valid consent under GDPR. However, further
studies need to be conducted to confirm this problem with larger
samples. Finally, we note that finding privacy-related app settings is
challenging due to the difficulty in locating them from an app’s user
interface. The more challenging is to automatically detect those
related to consent. We leave this challenge for future work.

5

DEVELOPER NOTIFICATION

To enable developers to address the incorrect consent implementations, we notified affected developers, focusing mainly on the
potentially violated apps that have implemented consent notices.
On the one hand, this enables them to address the issues before
other parties might take any legal actions (e.g., being fined for
breaching data protection law [13, 62]). Second, we wanted to gain
insights into the underlying reasons that caused the observed phenomena in the first place. In addition, we informed all notified
developers about the study purpose, our methodology, and contact
information (i.e., email address, phone number) to contact in case
they had questions or concerns. We note that our institution’s ethics
guidelines do not mandate approval for such a study.
Based on the developers’ detailed contact information in the Play
Store, we extracted the publicly available email addresses to send
the notifications5 . Similar to the work of [43], to access how many
developers received our reports, rather than including the technical
details in the email, we further sent developers a link to our Web
interface. Specifically, in our Web report, we briefly explained our
testing methodology, showed the developers information about
potential violations, accompanied by the corresponding legal references (i.e., GDPR consent requirements), and detailed which hosts
received which type of data. Further, to gain some insights into the
underlying reasons that caused the identified problems, we asked
participants if they had been aware of the potential violations of
5 Email

template: https://raw.githubusercontent.com/cispa/gdpr-consent/main/emailtemplate.md

their apps, their general understanding of the personal data that
their app sent to third-party services, and their understanding of
GDPR consent requirements as well as proposals for tool support.
We decided to have this rather than a full-fledged study, as we
wanted to keep the overhead for respondents as low as possible to
prompt more responses.

5.1

Notification and Accessed Reports

The potentially violated apps may have been updated (i.e., changed
the problematic code, removed from the Play store) between our
download and notification date. Thus, we further checked their
availability and last update time before sending our notifications.
Doing so, out of the 2,688 apps that implemented consent notices
and potentially violated at least one of the GDPR consent requirements, we find 829 apps had been removed or updated with a newer
version by the time we conducted our notification on April 04, 2022.
We took this step to ensure that we would not notify developers who had removed the problematic code between our dataset
download and notification date. Also, a single developer may have
responsibility for more than one app in the store. Therefore, to
ensure we do not send multiple emails to developers, we grouped
emails to developers to receive only one email with multiple report
links. We followed currently best practices established by existing
work [15, 43, 61] allowing developers to opt-out of our study.
In total, we notified 1,127 developers responsible for the remaining 1,859 potentially violated apps. Of those developers, only one
asked to be removed from our experiment and do not wish to be
involved in further study. Until April 26, 2022, we saw 505 accessed
reports for 225 apps. Notably, considering that a single developer
may have multiple apps affected by the same issue, we count the
overall number of apps for which their developer accessed some
report; totaling 266 (14.31% of 1,859) apps for which we reached
their developer.

5.2

Developer Responses

In addition to the accessed reports and the updated apps, we also
analyzed the responses we received from developers to understand
the underlying reasons that caused the problems. In total, this
amounted to 43 distinct developers for which we classified emails.
Note that not all respondents answered the stated questions from
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our email notification6 . The response rate for our questionnaires
was low, as might be expected. However, it is in line with prior
work [43] which received 448 responses from 11,914 notifications.
Of the 43 respondents, 25 acknowledged receipt of our email and
wanted to take it under advisement. Five stated that they required
further investigation within their respective companies. Two have
mentioned they updated the apps and further inquired with us
to recheck their apps. Notably, two respondents argued that the
EU was not their primary market and inquired us about potential
solutions to the problems. We faithfully answered all of the emails
while stating that we cannot provide conclusive individual legal
assessments. On the other side, three respondents disagreed with
our assessment.
When asked about the data collection, 9/14 respondents said they
were not aware of the types of data being collected, and 5/14 said
they knew GDPR protected this data. Of the 13 respondents who
answered our question regarding being aware of GDPR consent
requirements, 9 said yes and passed all the flags to the SDK, and
four are not aware. Three explained their app was outdated, and
four said this was a bug.
Regarding our final question about developer support, we received seven answers. Of those, six wanted to have an automated
tool like our to analyze their apps for compliance, while two asked
for better documentation around how to implement GDPR compliance. Finally, three respondents argued that third-party tools
should be compliant by default, e.g., “a "one-stop solution" as Unity3D
plugin that ensures to fully cover all current (and future) GDPR requirements”.

5.3

Updates to Notified Apps

To assess our notification’s impact on the affected apps, we downloaded new versions of all apps that had looked at our reports at
least one by April 26, 2022. Then, we re-ran our pipeline for each
app with an updated version to assess if the changes were related
to the reported GDPR infringement. For the 266 apps for which we
reached a developer, 8 apps were removed from Google Play, 111
apps were no longer available to download from EEA country, and
147 apps have been updated. Of those 147 apps, 84 still potentially
violated at least one of the GDPR consent requirements, leaving
the remaining 63 apps which fixed the problems.
We note that the overall number of apps that addressed the issue
is low, as might be expected from sending unsolicited emails to
prospective participants. In fact, app developers are more likely to
take action when they receive such notifications from their service
providers [52], e.g., “THE only person who can claim anything is my
service provider-Play Store”. Besides, we believe that the seemingly
minor change in overall numbers can be attributed to a lack of time
to address the issue properly.

6

DISCUSSION

Our results thus far have shown that many apps do not even attempt
to implement consent notices for sharing users’ personal data with
third-party data controllers for advertising purposes, despite the
GDPR requirements. Although little research has been working
6 All

notified developers were informed that their responses are pseudonymous and
could be used in our paper.
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on this, we further show that even from the apps implementing
any form of consent notices, there are still many, namely 20.54%,
containing at least one potential violation of GDPR. Given these
insights, we now discuss further the problems.

6.1

Widespread Violation of GDPR Consent

On the legal side, EU regulators have already been active. Recently,
the Norwegian Data Protection Authority (DPA) imposed a fine of
$7.17M on Grindr [20] for obtaining invalid consent under GDPR
(i.e., users had to agree to the entire privacy policy but not to a
specific processing operation, and do not have the choice not to
consent). The France DPA (CNIL) fined Google $170M and Facebook $68M for breaching French and GDPR laws (i.e., these tech
giants were using manipulative dark patterns to try to force consent) [62]. In late October 2018, the CNIL also made a ruling decision
on an advertising company, which suggests that bundling consent
to partner processing in a contract is not valid consent under the
GDPR [63]. The CNIL stated that controllers have to implement a
compliant consent mechanism (i.e., it must be freely given, specific,
informed, and unambiguous) and ensure that any personal information is collected and processed lawfully. This means that when
receiving personal data from a partner company, the receiving party
must demonstrate that the transmitting party also relied on legally
compliant consent mechanisms [21]. However, our results show a
significant skew toward apps sending out personal data to advertisement companies without valid consent under GDPR, i.e., 30,160
apps do not even attempt to implement consent notices, 2,688 apps
that implemented a form of consent notice but potentially violate
at least one of the GDPR consent requirements. Those apps did not
present the user with legally compliant consent mechanisms under
GDPR, which has consequences for the validity of consent for any
third parties acting as controllers, e.g., those advertising companies
that received personal data.
In practice, many third-party services claim that they operate
based on consent passed on through contractual terms with their
customers, which would be the app developers in this case (e.g.,
Facebook required developers to obtain appropriate legal basis consent before sending data via their SDK [17], while it by default
automatically collects data). However, those third-party data controllers can neither demonstrate valid legal consent nor a legitimate
interest that overrides the consumer’s fundamental right to privacy
for behavioral profiling and targeted advertising [21].

6.2

Transparency of Processing Users’ Data

We find that the majority of apps have not asked for informed consent from the users for tracking and profiling third-party services
(i.e., 30,160 apps do not even attempt to implement consent notices).
Thus, it is practically impossible for users to know which third
parties receive and process their data. Moreover, even if users had
the time and knowledge to read and understand privacy policies,
these documents are excessively complicated and obtuse, and the
majority (71%) of apps lack privacy policies even though they are
obligated to have one [21, 78]. Therefore, we show the urgent need
for more transparent processing of users’ personal data and further
allowing them to exercise their fundamental rights and freedoms.
In mobile apps, users can take only a few actions to limit or prevent
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tracking and data sharing, while there are various tools to prevent
tracking in the Web browsers [9, 41].

6.3

Lack of Support for Developers

Is it known that developers are currently in a disadvantaged position, where third parties make it cumbersome for developers to
comply with GDPR [43]. However, as first-party data controllers,
developers are legally responsible for ensuring that the users’ data
is lawfully processed. Based on the received responses, there is a
clear need for better information and documentation from thirdparty services and assurance tools that help developers comply with
strict law standards, e.g., “I would love there to be a standardised
implementation requirement for this. It seems every 3rd party SDK we
have uses different ways of implementing consent. The documentation
can be quite unclear, so having a tool to analyse app traffic would be
incredibly useful.”. Therefore, we strongly call on providing developers with clear requirements or guidance for how GDPR consent
has to be legally obtained.

7

RELATED WORK

Researchers are actively and continuously studying the legislation
violations of online services after GDPR went into effect in May
2018. Among others, existing works have extensively studied the
cookie consent compliance on the Web.
In particular, Kampanos et al. [34] shows that the majority of
websites in the UK and Greece lack cookie consent notices, i.e., only
roughly 45% have a cookie notice. Many studies further have shown
that a lot of websites do potentially violate the GDPR consent requirements, such as do not allow users to refuse data collection,
installing tracking and profiling cookies before the user gives explicit consent [14, 37, 58, 66, 67, 69]. Regarding the cookie consent
interface, Matte et al. [41] perform the first study to compare the
interface of the cookie notices shown to the users to the website
behaviors. On the other hand, Utz et al. [68] inspected how the design of consent popups from websites nudge users into uninformed
consent by conducting a study with real website visitors.
However, little research has been done to measure the GDPR
violations of consent on mobile apps. Recently, Nguyen et al. [43]
performed the first large-scale measurement on Android apps to
detect apps sending personal data to third parties without prior
consent. On the other hand, Kollnig et al. [36] tried to study the
absence of consent notices to third-party tracking from a small set
of Android apps (i.e., 1,297 apps) by manually inspecting each app
— which is insufficient in identifying and studying the status quo of
currently implemented consent notices in Android apps. Until now,
there have been various ways that consent could be obtained in
mobile apps. However, while existing works [36, 43] mainly focus
on analyzing apps’ network traffic to detect GDPR violations, little
or no research has systematically studied how the consent notices
are currently implemented in mobile apps and whether they are
legally obtained under GDPR.
Different from prior work, we perform the first large-scale study
into consent notices of third-party tracking in Android apps in the
wild to understand the current practices and the current state of
GDPR’s consent violations. While prior studies primarily focused
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on network traffic analysis or manually studied a small set of samples, we semi-automatically analyzed a large scale of apps’ consent
user interfaces to investigate whether they are freely given, specific, informed, and unambiguous with respect to GDPR consent
requirements. Additionally, another line of work aims to analyze
the app privacy policies or privacy labels to identify potential GDPR
violations, i.e., determining whether an actual app’s behavior is
consistent with what is declared in the app privacy policy or privacy label [2, 35, 57, 59, 77, 78]. Researchers have developed different techniques to detect privacy violations in mobile apps and to
identify third-party advertising and tracking services using static
analysis [4, 5, 44, 48] or dynamic analysis [6, 57, 74, 76].

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we performed a systematic study into consent notices of third-party tracking in 239,381 Android apps in the wild to
understand the current practices and the current state of GDPR’s
consent violations. As a result, we first recognized four widely implemented mechanisms to interact with the consent user interfaces
from 13,082 apps. We found 30,160 apps do not even attempt to
implement consent notices for sharing users’ personal data with
third-party data controllers, which mandate explicit consent under
GDPR. In contrast, out of 13,082 apps implemented consent notices,
we identified 2,688 (20.54%) apps potentially violate at least one of
the GDPR consent requirements, such as trying to deceive users
into accepting all data sharing or even continuously transmitting
data when users have explicitly opted out. We sent notification
emails to inform affected developers and gather insights from their
responses. Our study showed the urgent need for more transparent processing of personal data and supporting developers in this
endeavor to comply with legislation, ensuring users can make free
and informed choices regarding their data.
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HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING ANALYSIS

To select the best threshold for identifying similar privacy-related
user interfaces, we considered the tradeoff between the quality of
the clustering against the number of clusters. By manually inspecting the cluster quality and testing with different distances ranging
from 50 to 150 based on the dendrogram of our hierarchical clustering in Figure 6, we have the best quality result at the height 62.
The best quality cluster means that the majority of privacy-related
user interfaces in the same group would be more similar to each
other than in another group. Besides interpreting the dendrogram,
we used the silhouette score to evaluate the quality of clusters. By
inspecting the silhouette plot, we found that the first highest was
at 9 clusters, and the second highest was at 44 clusters. Then the
number of clusters started to increase significantly in correlation
with the value of the silhouette score.

